l Preliminaries* A semilattice A is a partially ordered set closed under meets. If A has a least element we will denote it by 0 We say that α* is the pseudo complement of a e A, A a semilattice with 0, if we have (i) a α* = 0, (ii) If ab = 0 then b ^ a* 9 for be A. Clearly pseudo complements are unique when they exist. A semilattice with 0 called a pseudocomplemented semilattice (PCSL) if each element has a pseudo-complement. A PCSL has a greatest element, 0*, which we denote by 1 
. A function f:A-+B, A, B PCSL's, is called a homomorphism if f{ab) = f(a) f(b), f(a*) = f(a)* for a, be A.
We observe that /(0) = 0, and /(I) = 1. For Sg A let S* = {x*: x e S).
It is easily shown that the following identities are true in any PCSL.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) x<,y-*x**<, y** α;*** = x* χ*y* = (a?*]/*)** The definitions of the concepts in References 3, 4, 5, and 7. 2. Free PCSL. (2) Suppose Π(S) = 0. S finite, SgX Then there is a homomorphism f: F->2 so that /(a?) = 1 all xe S.
Then there is a homomorphism /: F-+ 2 so that f(x) = 0 for all x* e S. Thus 1 = f(Π(S)) = /(0) = 0 a contradiction.
(4) Suppose # = #**. Then there is a homomorphism f:F-*3, the 3 element chain 3 = (0, α, 1) such that f{x) = α. But α** =/(#**) = /(#) = α is false since α** = 0 in 3.
(5) Let #! Φ x 2 and suppose a?f = a??. Since ί 1 is free let / be the homomorphism from jPonto the boolean algebra, such that x^-^a0 and α; 2 ->α 2 . Since a?* = x* then α* = α?. That is α 2 = α x , a contradiction. Thus x* Φ xi*.
If a?** = x£* then we have a?*** = a??**, i.e., a?? = a??, a contradiction. Thus a?f* ^ a??*.
(6) Let SSI. Then S*-{Λ^S}. Let/:S-S* be defined by f(x) = a?*. Clearly / is onto. Suppose fix,) = /(a? 2 )> i.e., a? 1 * = a? a *. .a? 1 = a? I , i.e.,/is 1-1. Thus |S| = |S*|. Also let ^: S -S** be defined by ^(α?) = #**. If ^(ίd) = #(# 2 ) hence a?f * = aj 2 ** and x ι = a? 2 , i.e., $ is 1-1. Thus |S| = |S**|.
( 7) Suppose x L Φ x 2 . Let /: F-* 2 be a homomorphism such that /(id) = 1 and f(x 2 ) = 0. But since x 1 < α? 2 thus lgO-a contradiction.
(8) Let x^Π(T) and suppose x$T. Let /: i* 7 -^ be a homomorphism such that f(x) = 0 and /(a?,) = 1, a?, e Γ. Then we have 1^0 -a contradiction. LEMMA 
If A is a PCSL then A* is a retract of A.
Proof, φ: A-* A* defined by φ(x) = #** is a homomorphism onto A*. If x£ A* then φ(x) = x, since #*** = x*. Hence, A* is a retract of A. THEOREM 2.1. If F is a PCSL freely generated by X, then F* is freely Boolean generated by X**; i.e., F* is free in the class of boolean algebras.
Proof. Let φ:F-+F* the homomorphism φ(x) = x**, and let φ:F*->F be the inclusion map. Then φψ = I F *. Let X = fo: ie 1} and let B be any Boolean algebra and suppose δ* e 5, for i e I then there exists a homomorphism f:F->B such that /(&<) = 6<. Let ft = y>: F*-+B.
Then Λ(a??*) = /(α??*) = &?* = .&,. Also we note that Λ is a Boolean homomorphism. THEOREM 
Let A be any free PCSL and let X freely generate A. Then every element of A is of the form Π(T)-(Π(P$f
(77(P Λ ))*, where T £ X, P<-= 72, U S?, 72, U S, £ X, 72, Π S< = 0, P, ./miίe /or i = 1, 2, , π, π ^ 0, using the convention that 77(0) = 1.
Proo/. Let £ = {77(T) r: Γ § X, r e A*, Γ finite}. Then B is a subalgebra of A, since Oeΰ, and B is closed undermeets. Also if 6 e JB, then &* e A*, and thus &* e B. Further, we note that X £ S, henee B-A. Since the homomorphism <p: A->A* given by φ(x) = £** is onto, then A* is freely Boolean generated by X**. Hence any element r Φ 1 of A* is a product of elements of the form a = Σ^*(^U F*) where ί7and Fare finite disjoint subsets of X**. But U = S** and F = 72** for some 72, S subsets of X. Clearly 7? n S = 0 and F* -72*. , a n e F, x e X, and 0 < a x a 2 a n ^ x, then a^x for some i.
Proof. For each i, a, = //(P,) r o P t S X, r t e F*. Hence 0 < Π(P ι U UPJ n . r^x, then by Lemma 2.5 a; e P λ U ϋ P n and thus # e P* for some ί. Therefore a t ^ x. ( 2) α* + δ* = (α&)* /or a,beF.
Proof. (1) Clearly true if S = {0}.
We may assume S ^ {0}. Now a ^ s for all s e S. If 6 e F and δ^s all seS, then δei^* by Lemma 2.6 and thus b ^ a. Thus Σ^(S) exists and equals a.
(2) α* + F b* = a* + F *δ* _ ( α **5**)* since i^7* is a Boolean algebra -(α&*) by (13) of § 1.
LEMMA 2.7. Let F be a free FCSL and re F*. Then {ae F: a** = r} is finite.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, α* = 0 iff α = 1, and in any PCSL α* = 1 iff α = 0. Hence we may assume 0 < r < 1. Let X freely generate F. By Theorem 2.2 there exists a finite subset X ι of X such that reF lf the algebra generated by X lm Now ί 7 ! is finite. We need only show that if α** -r, then aeF,. If αeί 7 *, then α = α** = re^. Now suppose a$F*.
Then a = Π(T)-s, where 0^ΓgI, and seί 7 *. Further, from Theorem 2.2 we may assume that s is in the subalgebra generated by a subset of X which is disjoint from T. If Tg X 19 then there exists an element xe T ~ X λ . Let f:F->Fbe a homomorphism such that f(x) = 0, and /(?/) = y, for all 7/ e X-{x}. Then /(α) = 0 and hence, 0 = f(a**) = f(r). But f(r) = r since x£X λ . Then r = 0, a contradiction. This proves that Γ£ X ί9 and so Π(T)eF ι .
Let g:F-+F be a homomorphism such that #(#) = 1 for all yeT, and #0/) = y for yeX-T. Then #(s) = s. Hence Proof. Let l£5, freely Boolean generate 5. Let F be the free PCSL on a set S of | X\ free generators. Then F* is a free Boolean algebra freely generated by S**. Since \X\ = |S| = |S**|, by Lemma 2.1 (6) Proof. Let F be a free PCSL, and let C = {α* 6 F: i e 1} be an infinite chain. Then C* is an infinite chain in JP* a free Boolean algebra. But chains in F* are countable [6] , and since |C| = \C*\ 9 hence C is a countable chain. THEOREM 2.9. All disjointed subsets of a free PCSL are countable.
Proof. Let S be an infinite disjointed subset of F, a free PCSL. Now I S\ = IS** |. Also α**δ** = (α&)** = 0** = 0, for a,beS. Thus S** is a disjointed subset of JF*. But in a free Boolean algebra all disjointed sets are countable [7, p. 51 Proof. B is a retract of a free Boolean algebra B. By Theorem 2.7 there exists a free PCSL F such that B = F*, and thus B is a retract of F in the category of PCSL. Hence B is a retract of F in the category of PCSL and thus B is projective. Conversely, let B be a Boolean algebra which is projective in the category of PCSL. Thus there is a free PCSL F such that B is a retract of F. Then by Lemma 2, it follows that B is a retract of F* in the category of Boolean algebras, and the result follows. ( c) Suppose 0 < Pi p n ^ p. Then {pj {p w } ^ {p} and {pj {p % } Φ M. Therefore, p^p t for some i. (d) Since P generates A, every element of A is a product of elements of P. Therefore, any meet irreducible element of A is in P. Conversely if pe P, and p Φ 0 then p is meet irreducible by (c) and the fact that P generates A. If 0 e P then 0 e M because M P Φ M for peP -M, thus P = {0} and A = {0} and thus (d) 
Then for each pe P -M, M p Φ M and A is freely generated by P with defining relation Π(M) = 0.
Proof. ItpeP-Ms,nάM P = M, then by (a) p = 0. But Π(M) = 0 by (a) hence p = Π(M) which contradicts the fact that P is meet irreducible. If xeA,xΦθ, then x = Π(S) for some S £ P, and we may assume the elements of S to be pair wise incomparable. If x e Π(S'), S'SP and the elements of S' incomparable, then by (b) every member of S' is greater than or equal to a member of S, and vice-versa. Therefore S = S'. Thus for xe A there exists a unique set S x of incomparable elements of P such that x -Π(S X ).
Suppose B is any semi-lattice with 0, and h:P-+B is an order preserving function such that Π(h(M)) = 0.
Define 
is order preserving we have g(x) g(y) = Π(h(S x )) Π(h(S y )) = Π(h(S x U S y )) = If &# = 0 then by (a) U {M p : peS x }\J\J {M P : peS y } = M. Therefore g(χ) flr(|/) = Π(h(S x U SJ) ^ Π(h(M)) = 0 = g(xy)
. Clearly flr | P = λ, and the proof is complete. This implies (d) just as it did for a free PCSL, in the proof of Theorem 2.6.
REMARK. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, the free finite PCSL F with n generators may be described as follows. Let P be the set {x t : i^n}\J {z s : Sg{l,2, ., n}} , and suppose x t ^ z s iff ί e S. Then F is the semi-lattice with 0 which is freely generated by P with defining relation Π{z s : SS {1, , w)} = 0. THEOREM 4.1. Lei A be a finite protective PCSL, Zeί P δe ίfte set of meet irreducible elements of A -{1}, and M be the set of maximal elements of P. Then (a) If SS P, peP f and 0 < Π(S) <; p, £&e^ s ^ p /or some seS.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, it is easy to see that M is the set of dual atoms of A. M is also the set of dual atoms of A*. It follows that (P -M) n A* -0.
(a) Let F be a PCSL freely generated by a set X such that |X| = |P|. Let &: X-*P be 1 -1 and onto. Then there exists a homomorphism /: F-> A such that / | X= Λ. Since P generates A, / is onto. Since A is protective, there exists a homomorphism #: A->F such that fg = I A . Let peP-Mand
Since p is meet irreducible and p&A*, it follows that p = f(y) for some ye T. But p = f(x) and / | X is 1 -1, therefore x = ye T and so #(p) ^ Π(T) ^ x. We have therefore shown that for any pe P -M, 9(p) ύ h~\p). Now suppose S gΞ P, pe P -M and 0 < i7(S) ^ p. Since g is 1 -1, 0 < Π(g(S)) g <?(p) ^ fc-^p), so by Theorem 2.4, βf(β) £ h~\p) for some seS. Hence s = fg(s) Hfh~ι(p) -p. This proves (a) for the case when p £ M. If p e M and Π(S) g p for some SQ P, then 77(5**) <^ p** = 29. Since p is super-meet irreducible in A*, it follows that for some seS,s^ s** ^ p, and so (a) holds. Also g{a x y = g(a**) since α,G4* and g{a x )eF.
We observe that if 72 is the set of dual atoms of a finite Boolean algebra, then for any Γ£ R, 77(Γ)* = 77(72 -T). Hence if ue A*, then u = 77(S), for some SSM, and ^* = 77(M -S). If a λ e S, g{uT = (Π{ Cί : a, e S} 77 (7)))* -77{c,: α 4 g S} S)) = g(u*) .
While if a x £ S, g{u)* -(77{c,: a, e S})* -77{c,: a t $S} 77(7)) = S)) = g(u*). We have now satisfied the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4, so # is a * homomorphism. Since A has been shown to be a retract of a free PCSL, then A is protective. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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